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TRAiNlIMG/TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE FOR PLUNGER SYSTEMS

Dan Phillips and Scott Listiak
Conoco Inc.

ABSTRACT

Plunger lift has become a very popular and econonrtical artificial lift alternative, especially in high GLR gas
and oil wells. Success in plunger lift systems depends on proper candidate identification, good wellbore
mechanical integrity, and the effectiveness of the production or lease operator. This paper will focus on
the production operator, and describe the basic principles necessary for effective training and the sound
operation of a plunger lift system.

In many instances the plunger controller is the main focus of training. However, a clear understanding
of why a plunger system is needed, the proper operating parameters, and the relationship of IPR curves and
unloading rates are more important to effective operator training. If an operator does not clearly understand
these principles, a plunger system is unlikely to be operated at peak efficiency. Knowing how a gas well
loads up, what options exist to remedy this problem, and what the remedies actually accomplish are
necessary to maximize efficiency and profits.

This paper describes foundational principles required to understand and operate a plunger lift system, and
explains some common misconceptions. Also included are a description of plunger parts that need to be
maintained, a parts "survival kit", a description of some common problems to plunger operation, and a basic
trouble-shooting chart. With this information an operator will be able to keep a plunger system running
efficiently In order to maximize well production.

BACKGROUND

A plunger Is a pipeline pig that runs vertically In a well to remove liquids from the wellbore. As a gas well
declines, it loses Its ability to lift liquids, due to the fact that gas velocity declines and liquid droplets fall
to the bottom of the wellbore. These liquids need to be removed to ensure minimal back-pressure and
optimized production. A plunger fulfills this task of liquid removal. A plunger cycle consists of three stages
(Rgure 1). In stage one- shut-in- the well is shut-in to build casing pressure required to lift the plunger
and a liquid column. In stage two- unloading- the tubing is opened and stored casing pressure lifts the
liquid column and plunger to the surface. In stage three- afterflow- the well is allowed to flow while the
plunger is at the surface. During afterflow, the well is producing gas and flowing liquids Into the wellbore
in preparation for the next shut-In period. At the end of the afterflow period, the well is shut-In and the
plunger falls to the bottom of the well. A more detailed explanation of plunger operation can be found in
the references (1,2,3,4,5).

In Conoco's installation of over 200 plunger lift systems in the San Juan Basin, It was learned that the
plunger operator is the single most Important factor in keeping a plunger system operating efficiently. If
an operator knows certain foundational principles of plunger operation and gas well mechanics, he can
effectively maintain and trouble-shoot his system. His goal will be to optimize the system, keep a good
maintenance schedule, and attempt to flow the well against the lowest pressures possible. If an operator
does not understand these principles, a system will lose efficiency due to maintenance, and probably not
be optimized. An operator who does not understand basic principles may try to "just keep the plunger
running," and he may be frustrated when the system does not work well.
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One of the best improvements in plunger technology has been the addition of microprocessors to control
plunger cycles (6). These new electronic plunger systems reduce operator time spent in lining out a
system, and optimize run times. However, operatorsare still necessary formaintenance, troubleshooting,
and for recognizing conditions which indicate a plunger isnotoperating efficiently. With the understanding
of certain foundational principles, an operator can become effective at plunger operation and ensure
maximum production from plunger lifted wells.

FOUNDATIONAL PRINCIPLES

What principles does an operator need to know to effectively manage a plunger liftsystem? An operator
must be familiar with Inflow Performance Relationships (IPR), the prediction of loading conditions,
interpreting tubing and casing pressures, and the importance of plunger seal and velocity. How well an
operator knows these foundational principles can lead to the success or failure of a plunger system.

Inflow Performance Relationship (IPR) Curves

IPR curves (7,8) for a typical low pressure and high pressure gas well are shown in Rgure 2. An IPR curve
describes the effects of flowing pressures on production rates. The concept is simple: The lower the
flowing pressure (same as back-pressure), the higher the production rate. At a flowing pressure equal to
reservoir pressure, a well will not produce. At a flowing pressure of zero, a well will produce its absolute
open flow (AOF), or at its maximum rate. The operator's goal in producing a well efficiently should be to
produce at the lowest possible flowing pressure.

Another important concept to understand about IPR curves is their dependence upon reservoir pressure.
Higher pressure wells are much less sensitive to changes in flowing pressure than are lower pressure wells.
A curve for a higher pressure gas well is shown in Rgure 2. For every 100 psi reduction in flowing
pressure, flow rate increases approximately 60 mscfd. Forthe lower pressure well a 100 psi reduction in
flowing pressure amounts to a flow rate increase of approximately 100 mscfd. The lower the resen/oir
pressure, the more sensitive a well Is to small changes in flowing pressure.

Unloading Curves

Most gas wells produce some liquids, and at some time will experience liquid, loading. As a gas well
depletes, production rates fall. When gas velocity in the tubing falls below a minimum unloading velocity,
liquids will accumulateinthe wellbore. Thisaccumulation builds a liquid column in the bottom of the tubing
and increases flowing pressure (back-pressure). As shown in the IPR discussion, this will inhibit well
production. The gas velocity at which liquids accumulate is predictable, and can be related to flowrates
in various tubing sizes (9). Unloading curves show this relationship (Figure3). Using these curves, an
operator Cdn determine whether a well may be in a loaded condition. Of additional importance is an
understanding of the effect of surface flowing pressure on the minimum unloading rate. At lower surface
flowing pressures a lower flowrate is required to keep a well unloaded. At higher flowing pressures, a
higher flowrate is required. With this in mind, the goal for the operator in keeping a well unloaded is to
operate at the lowest possible flowing pressure.
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Tubing and Casino Pressures

It Is important for an operator to understand the meaning of tubing and casing pressures. This data
provides a wealth of information that can be used to determine if a well is loaded or experiencing
mechanical problems. A typical gas well produces through tubing with the casing shut-in. Usually, the
tubing is either hanging open-ended or a packer is in the well. Thefollowing discussion will focus on wells
that do not have a packer. The equations listed belowdescribe the meaningof flowing tubing pressure and
shut-in casing pressure in a well with hanging tubing.

FTP = FBHP - Tubing Friction - Scale/Paraffin- Flowing Gas Column - Stagnant Liquid

FTP

Tubing Friction
Scale/Paraffin

Flowing Gas Column
Stagnant Liquid

Flowing Tubing Pressure
Pressure loss due to flowing gas friction in tubing
Pressure loss due to scale or paraffin buildup on the inside of
tubing
Pressure exerted by weight of gas column in tubing
Pressure exerted by weight of stagnant liquid (loaded well)

FSICP = FBHP - Gas Column - Stagnant Liquid in Casing

FSICP

Gas Column

Stagnant Liquid in Casing

~ Shut-in casing pressure measured while the well is flowing up the
tubing

= Pressure exerted by weight of gas in casing
- Pressure exerted by weight of liquid in casing

An optimized well will normally produce with the flowing shut-in casing pressure slightly higher than the
flowing tubing pressure. The difference between the pressures is flowing gas friction in the tubing. For
example, a typical San Juan Basin gas well flowing at 200 mscfd in 2-3/8" tubing has a pressure loss of
30 psig due to friction. An optimized producer will flow at a flowing tubing pressure of 100 psig and a
flowing shut-in casing pressure of 130 psig (Figure4).

If a well has a high differential between the tubing and casing pressures (higher than estimated friction
pressure), there is a problem. Themost common problems are plugged or crimped tubing, or liquid loading.
The reason crimped or plugged tubing causes a differential is obvious. Liquid loading is not so obvious.
When a well loads up, most of the liquids in the wellbore will try to flow up the tubing. If the casing is
shut-in,the tubing is the only place that liquid can go. The liquid will build a column inthe tubing untilthe
well will not flow, or the well only bubble a small amount of gas out of the perforations. As long as the
well is open to flowand loaded up, there will be a high differential pressure between the tubing and casing.
Thisis exactly like the effect of a manometer, and tubing pressure + the liquid column will equal the casing
pressure. Thiscondition is shown inFigure 4, and can been seen in the tubing and casing pressures of 100
and 220 psig, respectively.

Tubing and casing that are at the same pressures while flowing can also indicate well problems. The most
common are tubing leaks or casing leaks. If there is a tubing leak (Figure 4), gas will flow up both the
tubing and casing and enter the tubing at the leak. The minimum unloading rate changes in this situation,
since the area of flow increases to include both the tubing and casing, and the well easily becomes loaded.
Liquids accumulate in both the tubing and casing since there is flow in both places. Eventually, the well
will load up completely and leave no tubing or casing differential. In a casing leak, a lack of differential
pressure could be seen due to flow from the leak or into the leak.
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The last case- where tubing pressure is higher than casing pressure- is not normal unless the tubing is
shut-in and the well is being flowed up the casing. If the well is not flowing up the casing, this could be
an indication of a casing leak (Figure 4), bad surface gauges, a packer in the hole, or leaking surface
equipment.

Plunger Seal and Velocity

Plunger seal and velocity control the efficiency of lifting liquids in a plunger lifted well, and are the two
most important contributions to running the system efficiently (6, 10). Plunger seal is the interface
between the tubing and outside of the plunger. A plunger does not have a perfect seal. This allows the
plunger to drop through liquids when falling to the bottom of the well, and allows gas to flow by the
plunger when lifting liquids and moving up the tubing. If the seal is efficient, minimal amounts of gas will
flow by the plunger when lifting liquids, and the gas energy will be used to push the plunger and liquid
column. If the seal is inefficient, a large volume of gas will flow by the plunger, wasting energy and even
causing the plunger to stall before reaching the surface. Various plunger types have different seal
efficiencies, with a brush type plunger having the best seal, and a bar stock plunger having the worst.
Plungers also lose seal efficiency due to wear. Numerous trips up and down the tubing wear the plunger's
outer surfaces and reduce its seal efficiency.

Plunger velocity is the speed at which the plunger moves from the bottom of the well to the surface. For
a well to be operating effectively a plunger must be traveling up the wellbore between 600 and 900 feet
per minute (fpm). If plunger velocity is less than 600 fpm, the plunger is likely to stall before reaching the
surface. If plunger velocity is greater than 900 fpm, the well is being allowed to build up pressure for too
long, and is not producing at the maximum production rate (the well is producing at a high flowing pressure
on the IPR curve). Velocities greater than 900 fpm are also rough on plunger equipment.

Plunger velocity can be easily determined by measuring the time it takes a plunger to travel from the bottom
of the well to the surface (travel time), and dividing by tubing depth. Most automatically controlled plunger
systems on the market today measure travel time and make automatic adjustments based on this time.
However, initial settings for these systems require input of what are considered fast and slow travel times.
Fast and slow times are based on whether a plunger is in the 600-900 fpm velocity window, or out of it.
An operator should understand how to take target velocities (600 fpm for a slow trip, 900 fpm for a fast
trip), divide into well depth and calculate a target travel time. (Ex: 9000' well/ 900 fpm target velocity
s 10 minute expected travel time or quicker for a "fast" plunger run.) With this knowledge, fast and slow
travel times can be determined and a plunger system can be effectively programmed.

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS

An incomplete understanding of gas well mechanics and plunger systems can lead to misconceptions about
how they function. Compounding this problem may be experiences or rules of thumb used with flowing
oil wells or wells on beampump. Following is a collection of common misconceptions about plunger lift
systems. The underlined statements are false, and are followed by an accurate explanation.

A well loads uo when it is shut-in. A well actually loads up when it is flowing. When a gas well is shut-in,
there is little or no flow into the wellbore. In light of IPR curves, this is obvious. Some flow will occur
when the well is first shut-in, but gas will quickly "pressure-up" the casing and tubing, and fluid flow will
cease. Liquids will not enter the wellbore once flow has ceased, and therefore the well cannot "load-up".
In fact, after shut-in, a well will tend to push liquids back into the formation (this is one reason why
shutting in a well overnight can help get the well flowing again the next day). As the well is left shut-in.
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gravity segregation willcause gas to migrate out of the perforations and to the top of the welibore. As gas
pressure in the well builds, liquid is forced out of the casing and tubing and into the formation, actually
reducing the amount of liquid in the welibore. A technique that can speed up this process is equalizing the
tubing and the casing at the surface. This forces gas in the casing to flow into the tubing at the surface,
and allows the liquid levels in the tubing and casing to equalize.

There is one exception to this condition. If the tubing is set below gas entry (below the perforations) gas
will not migrate down to enter the tubing during gravity segregation. Therefore, liquids that started in the
tubing will remain in the tubing when gravity segregation occurs. As the well builds pressure, additional
liquid in the casing can actually be pushed down and into the tubing. The well can build a greater liquid
column in the tubing due to gravity segregation. A more detailed explanation of the effects of tubing depth
on gas well loading is presented in following sections.

This misconception that a well loads up when it is shut-in is most likelya carryover from beam-pumped oil
wells. A typical beam-pumped well has a pumping unit that is oversized, and can pump much more fluid
than the well can produce. As the well becomes pumped down, the pumping unit is shut-down to allow
fluids to enter the welibore. The fluid level in the well builds and the well can then be pumped again.
There is one major difference between a shut-in beampumped well and a shut-in gas well (on plunger lift).
In a beampumped well, only the pumping unit is shut-in. Usually the casing is left open to the flowline to
allow gas to be produced. The well is never shut-in, but left open to gas and oil inflow into the casing.
In a plunger-lifted gas well, the entire well is shut-in, eliminating inflow after the well equalizes.

Choke Back Your Well to Keep From Loading Up. In most cases, choking back a well may prolong the
amount of time a well will flow, but it will not prevent a well from loading and it will limit gas production.
Well loading is controlled by gas velocity; gas velocity Is proportional to flowing tubing pressure. Figure
3 shows the relationship between flowing tubing pressure and minimum unloading rates. As you increase
the flowing tubing pressure (choke back the well), it takes an increasing amount of gas rate (gas velocity
per flow area) to keep the well unloaded. Turner, Hubbard, and Dukler (9) showed that this is due to gas
expansion and the fact that a given mcfd (or flow rate) of gas takes up more space at lower pressures.
At lower flowing pressures, expanded gas flows at a higher velocity for a given flow rate. At lower
pressures, less flow rate is required to keep velocity in the tubing above the minimum unloading velocity.

It is interesting to note that most operators will agree that blowing a well to atmosphere can help unload
liquids, but many may still operate a well against a choke to prolong well production. Blowing a well to
atmosphere unloads liquids by reducing wellhead pressure to 0 psig. The unloading rate required to move
liquids is at its minimum when flowing against a wellhead pressure of 0 psig. This can be seen in Rgure
3. One additional point about choking back a well: flowing a well against a choke may prolong the time
a well will flow before loading, but the volume will still be less than if the well was opened completely from
the beginning.

It Is Better to Operate a Plunger at a higher casino pressure- Lono Shut-in Times. An understanding of the
Inflow Performance Relationship shows this to be untrue. Operating a plunger at high casing pressures may
result in guaranteed plunger trips, but it will ultimately hurt well production. J.D. Hacksma (11) stated the
problem as follows:
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"The producing tendency of plunger lift is directly opposed to that of the well. Plunger lift
requires an increase in casing pressure for increased production whereas the well itself
requires a decrease in casing pressure for increased production. The compromise that
always yields the greatest production is found when cycling the plunger at the maximum
frequency possible without killing the well."

In summary, a plunger will lift more liquids with higher casing pressure, but a well has more production at
a lower casing pressure (See the IPR curve discussion above and Figure 2). An operator's goal should be
to produce the well at the lowest possible casing pressure, with the highest frequency of plunger trips.
This will keep casing pressure at a minimum and well production at a maximum.

Set the Tubing Below the Perfs in a Plunger Svstem (like a pumoinQ unit). A good rule of thumb for gas
wells is to set the tubing across from gas producing perforations somewhere between the middle and top
perforations. (Also, the smaller the tubing, the higher the tubing should be set.) A higher pressure, higher
rate gas well is very forgiving on this point, but setting the tubing too low or too high can be disastrous
for a lower pressured gas well (like those typically put on plunger lift).

When tubing is set below the perforations (Figure 5), all gas and liquid produced from the well must travel
down to the bottom of the tubing and up through the tubing. Any time the well goes down or is shut-in,
such as during a pipeline shut down, facility problems, or normal plunger operation; liquids fall down to the
bottom of the wellbore. Gravity segregation will occur, allowing gas to push liquid into the perforations,
but any liquid below the perforations remains in the wellbore or gets pushed into the tubing. When the well
is opened again, gas must force all the liquid in the tubing and casing out of the well before the well
becomes unloaded. Compounding this problem is the fact that the casing usually holds a larger volume of
liquid per foot than the tubing does, and this volume can become a large hydrostatic pressure when forced
into the tubing. For example, in a well with 5-1/2" casing and 2-3/8" tubing set 15' below the bottom of
perforations, one quarter barrel of liquid occupying 15' of tubing/casing annulus below the perforations will
occupy 65' in the tubing, increasing the hydrostatic pressure 4.5 times. A small column of liquid in the
tubing/casing annulus can quickly become a large column of liquid in the tubing. For plunger operation,
this situation requires a much higher casing pressure to keep the system operating (in direct opposition to
the IPR).

The problem with tubing set high above the perforations is more obvious (Figure 5). Flowrates required
to unload liquids in casing are much higher than those in tubing, so the space between the end of tubing
and the top perforation can allow liquid to settle and increase back-pressure.

Plunger Weight is the Most Important Contribution to Efficient Plunger Operation. Plunger weight actually
makes very little difference to a well. Most plungers are about 1.5' long and weigh 10-15 pounds. The
pressure required to lift a 15 pound plunger in 2-3/8" tubing is about 5 psi (Psi = Wt / Area). This energy
is usually minimal when compared to the pressure required to lift a slug of fluid. A plunger weighing 5
pounds would only conserve about 3 psi of pressure. More important than plunger weight is plunger seal
efficiency. A plunger with a good seal allows less gas to flow by, and Increases lifting efficiency (6,10).

It Is More Difficult to Operate a Plunger Lift Svstem in Large Tubing. In most cases, it is easier to operate
a plunger in larger tubing. A liquid slug requires less pressure to lift in larger tubing than in smaller tubing.
For example: One barrel of liquid requires a minimum of 75 psi of pressure in 2-7/8" tubing versus 112
psi in 2-3/8" tubing (not accounting for pressure/gas slippage). Equipment costs do increase as tubing size
increases, so although it is easier to operate a plunger in larger tubing, it may not be economically feasible
to do so.
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PLUNGER MAINTENANCE

A well maintained plunger system will operate more efficiently and achieve higher production rates. An
operator should be familiarwith the maintenance of the mechanical and electronic components of a plunger
system. Parts requiring regular maintenance are the plunger and lubricator spring. Other equipment needs
to be inspected periodically, but should require minimal maintenance.

Plungers

Plunger seal efficiency is extremelyimportant ingetting the maximumproduction froma plunger liftsystem.
Over time, plungers will become worn due to contact with the tubing, and lose diameter. This loss in
diameter results in a loss of plunger seal efficiency. Most plungers should be changed every six months
to a year depending on the type of plunger, number of cycles, fluid type, and GLR.

Lubricator Sorino

The lubricatorspring buffers the plunger's impact at the surface. After a period of 6 months to 1 year of
service, the spring will become fatigued, allowing the plunger to wear quickly from hard impacts at the
surface. A good lubricatorspring will extend plunger lifeand save money, since a spring is usually about
1/2 to 1/8 of the cost of a plunger. Factors that affect lubricator spring wear are the number of plunger
cycles, fluid type, GLR, plunger weight (the heavier the plunger, the harder the Impact), and the speed of
the plunger when making trips.

Control Valves

The control valves rarely need maintenance unless operated in a corrosive environment. Control valves,
however, should be kept in the trouble-shooting process. A leaking valve can prevent a well from being
completely shut-in, inhibiting proper pressure buildup in the casing, or allowing liquid to enter the well
during shut-inand increasing liquid slugsizes. Also, tankventing valvesthat do notopen properly can keep
a plunger from making trips.

Electronics

The electroniccomponents of a plungerliftsystem includean electroniccontroller module (a programmable
logic controller), latch valves, a battery, a plunger sensor, and a solar panel. These components are fairly
reliable and do not often fail. They should withstand at least 2 years of service. Latch valves may fall
more frequently if the supply gas is not dry and clean.

Survival Kit- Be Prepared

Manytimes wells are located in remote areas. Ifa plungersystem fails, parts may be hours away. Forthis
reason, it is a good idea to carry a "plunger survivalkit" (Figure 6). A kit should include surface springs,
plungers, o-rings, filters, fuses, wire clips, extra plunger sensors, cleaner and lubricants for the sensors,
motor valve seats & trims, and additional controller modules and latch valves.

Tracking Maintenance

Tracking plunger maintenance and failures is as important as tracking any artificial lift system. The more
data available about a particular well, the easier trouble-shooting can be. Tracking failurer. and problems
also leads to establishing patterns of operation that can lead to improved production. An example of this
Is shown in Figure 7. This shows a well that was in need of a plunger change, and the effect after the
plunger was changed out. Good tracking may have indicated a plunger change was necessary earlier.
Rgure 8 is an example of a PlungerSystem Trackingform used by Conoco. This form is completed for all
plungersystem changes or failures and is available as a referenceto operators whentrouble-shooting wells.
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING

Figure 9 is a chart that can be used to aid in troubleshooting a plunger lifted well. On the left side of the
pageare symptoms of plunger lift problems. Solutions are listed across the top of the page and ranked in
order of the most likely solution. The guide should be useful for most electronically controlled plunger
systemsthat base plunger runs on time (not pressures). Definitions to someof the terms used in thischart
can be found at the end of this paper.

Some of the most common problems when installing and operating a plunger lift system are listed below:

Tubing Problems. Tubing problems include tubingleaks, crimpedtubing, and tubing set too highor too low.
Any of these problems almost guarantee plunger failure. Tubing leaks can be detected from tubing and
casing pressures. Tubing depth should be in the middle to upper halfof the perforations (orotherdepths
if there is gas inflow). Checks for damaged tubing should be conducted with wireline gauge ring runs
before plunger installation.

Wellhead Problems. Wellhead problems can be either leaks or variations in the internal diameters within
the wellhead. A wellhead leak can be examined by inspection. Variations in IDcan prevent a plunger from
reaching the surface and being detected by the plunger sensor. If the internal diameter of the wellhead is
larger than that of the tubing, gas can by-pass the plunger inthe wellhead, andthe plunger will never travel
intothe lubricatorassembly. Ifwellhead ID'sget largerand smaller, the plungercan be caught on the bevel
or "lip" of a wellhead component. The solution is to change components onthe wellhead so that there is
a constant ID from the tubing to the lubricator spring.

Plunger Sensor Errors. The plunger sensor is the acoustic or magnetic component that detects plunger
arrival at the surface. When the plunger reaches the lubricatorassembly (usuallytravelling at 800 feet per
minute) there is a loud collision. The sensor detects this sound and records a plunger's arrival. If the
electronic controller does not detect plunger arrival, it can not make adjustments to keep the plunger
operating efficiently. Errors in this sensorinclude sensor failures, broken wires in the sensor, thesensor
sticking in sensing mode, dirty components, poorly adjusted sensitivities, and improperly connected
sensors. In magnetic sensors, a plunger may get stuck in the wellhead, causing the sensor to read the
plunger at all times.

Incorrect Controller Settings. An electronic controller is designed to make adjustments to optimize the
plunger lift system, but controller senings must still be programmed by the operator and make sense.
Settings that are of vital importance are 1) travel time window settings, 2) incremental change settings,
and 3) initial shut-in and afterflow settings. Travel time window settings consist of a fast trip time, slow
trip time, and a "no-trip" time. These settings are based on well depth and targetplunger speedsof600-
900 feet per minute. If the electronic controller senses that a plunger is arriving outside of this time
window, adjustments will be madeto the system. If the window is set incorrectly, the controller will make
unnecessary adjustments to the system.

Incrementalchange settings control how much timeis added or subtracted to the shut-in or afterflowtimes
when the plunger is not arriving within the travel timewindow. Ifthe increments are too large (over 15-20
minutes), the plunger may never find the proper window. Ifthe settings are too small (less than 1 minute),
the controller will take an extremely long time to get the system running efficiently.

Initial shut-in and afterflow settings define where the plunger system will begin operation. These settings
should be set as closely as possible to shut-in and afterflow times expected during continuous operation.
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However, if an estimate of operating shut-in and afterflowtimes Is unknown, initial settings should be set
conservatively. Initially, a longer shut-in time and shorter afterflow time will insure that the plunger will
make trips, and with proper time window settings, the system should eventually make adjustments to
minimize shut-In and maximize afterflow.

Not Accounting for Large LinePressure Increases. Most electronic controllers are designed to handle small
changes in line pressure and still keep the plunger lift system optimized. However, large line pressure
Increases like those caused by compressor or system shut-downs can keep a plunger from making trips.
If these system upsets occur frequently enough, additional planning or equipment, such as high line
pressure delays and tank vent valves, may be necessary. High line pressure delays are devices used to
postpone plunger operation until line pressure is in the normal operating range. If line pressure Is too high,
the plunger lift system will be delayed one or two cycles until pressures return to normal. A tank vent valve
is a motor valve Installed to allow gas to flow to an oiltank instead down the sales line. Ifthe plunger does
not reach the surface after a given amount of time, the electronic controller will open the tank valve. This
will allow gas flow to atmospheric pressure in the tank, reducing the surface back-pressure on the system.
When the plunger reaches the surface, the tank valve shuts and allows gas to flow to the sales line. The
only drawback to this method is that a portion of the well's gas volume is vented.

CONCLUSIONS

Proper operator training and knowledge of foundational principles can lead to the success or failure of a
plunger liftsystem. An operator should be familiar with gas wellmechanics such as IPR curves, unloading
curves, interpretation of tubing and casing pressures, and factors that influence good plunger operation
(plunger velocity and seal efficiency). An operator should also be able to adequately track plunger
performance and trouble-shoot plunger lift systems. With these skills, an operator can be assured of peak
plunger lift performance.

DEFINITIONS

Afterflow-

Catcher-

Fast Plunger Arrival-

Fatal Error Code-

Good Trip-
Latch Valve-

Module-

No Count-

Plunger Error-

Sales Valve-

Sensor-

Sensor Error-

Settings-
Slow Plunger Arrival-

Tank Valve-

flow from well after plunger has arrived at surface.
plunger catcher located on top of wellhead
the time It takes the plunger to travel from bottom to surface Is faster than
the target time for good operation.
electronic controller module shows system not working
plunger arrives at surface within a proper time window
valve in control box that electronically controls supply gas to motor valves
circuit board holding electronic components located in plunger control box
plunger controller fails to count plunger arrival at surface
An error code indicating the system has been shut-In due to the plunger
either not arriving at surface, or arriving slowly.
motor valve that opens and shuts-in well
Acoustic or magnetic device used to sense plunger arrival at the surface.
Error code indicating sensor switch is making permanent contact- sensor
has failed

Plunger parameters input into the plunger controller box
the time it takes the plunger to travel from bottom to surface Is slower than
the target time for good operation.
valve that can allow gas flow to a tank instead of sales
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Figure 5 - Effect of Tubing Depth on Gas Wells
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AUTOMATIC CASING SWAB

AProject of the Natural Gas &Oil Technology Partnership

The use of the "automatic" casing swab (ACS) can extend the economic life of a stripper well over that of either a
tubing plunger-lift system or wire-line swabbing. ACSs have the advantage of requiring lower gas volumes to operate
in comparison to a tubing plunger. Also, the ACS is more economical to operate than a rod pump and more efficient
than awire-line swab. Unfortunately, the reliability of ACSs had slowed the commercialization of this pumping
technology. The objective of this project was to increase the successful application of ACSs by improved desian and
the ability to identify the wells for which ACSs are suitable.

The problems with ACSs were mainly due to cup or seal sizing, cup stretching/swelling,
mechanical tool problems, orpoor casing condition. It Is difficult to identify when, where, and
why these failures occurred, because direct observation of the tool and cups is not possible.
The leakage of gasaround the ACS cups must bevery low. This makes the performance and
design of the cups critical, an area for the application of advanced technology.

The Belden &Blake and Sandia cooperated to improve ACS performance including ACS
design, surface monitoring of performance, identifying the wells in which ACSs work best,
downhole instrumentation to diagnose failures, finite element analysis of cups, and force
balance modeling of ACS motion. As a result of this work, the ACS now meets the reliability
goals set at the beginning of the project.

Publications:
1) Haynes, C.D.. Corp. J.G., and Miller, T.C.: "Field Experiments With Automatic Casing Swabs," SPE 21695
Production Operations Symposium, Oklahoma City OK, 1991.
2) Cramer, J.W.. and Wood, D.D.: "Automatic Casing Swabs: AProduction System That Can Add Years of
Productive Life to Wells," SPE 30981, Eastern Regional Meeting, Morgantown, west Virginia, 1995.

For more Information contact:

A.J. (Chip) Mansure

Sandia National Laboratories
PO Box 5800, MS-1033

Albuquerque, NM 87185-1033
Phone: 505-844-9315, Fax: 505-844-0240

e-mail: ajmansu@sandia.gov

John Cramer

Target Oilfield Pipe &Supply
291 Branstetter St.

Wooster, OH 44691

Phone: 800-264-2131, Fax: 216-264-6477



http://www.sandia.gov/apt/
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Automatic Casing Swabs

MNormally, a well delivers maximum production
when the pressure drop across the formation
face is as large as possible

@Sales line pressure will always exert some back
pressure on the formation and thus reduce
production

@One way to maximize the pressure drop across
the formation face is to remove any
accumulated wellbore fluids on a timely basis

Automatic Casing Swabs

^Immediately following conversion, an ACS well
may produce slightly greater fluid volumes In
response to producing at lower pressures

S Normally a well will return to its' original
gas-liquid ratio in a short period of time

Automatic Casing Swabs

@ ACS should be considered for new well
application
^Pay out may be reached sooner since the well can be

produced at its' maximum capacity fliomdie first
day of producdon

9 Incremental installation costs will be lower since a
service rig is already present performing initial
completion work
New well AFEs could be lower since tubing and
other associateddown hole and surface equipment
may not be required

Automatic Casing Swabs

E As pressure increases below the ACS, the
plunger and accumulated fluids begin to travel
toward the surface

SThe formation willcontinue producinggas at a
fairly constant rate

@All gas is produced through a 3/8" orifice in the
surface lubricator

MThe ACS will slow as fluid is produced through
the 3/8" orifice. This reduced speed will reduce
the impact force that occurs when the ACS
enters the lubricator

Automatic Casing Swabs

^ ACS cycle times can be optimized to achieve
maximum economic returns by balancinggas
production,fluid production, and pumper
involvement

@Many operators are installing electronic
controllers or intermitters to operate ACS wells

Improperlyadjusted, an ACS operated by a
controller or intermitter allows the well to
produce at near steady state conditions

Automatic Casing Swabs

@Summary
&ACS allow a well to produce at its' fullpotential by

muiimizing the head ofwellbore fluids that restrict
production

4ftACS uses positive rubber sealing elements to hold
wellbore fluids above ACS plunger

« Formation pressure is trapped bdow the ACS tool
lifting the tool and fluids to the surface

d ACS are simple and dependable
^ ACShavedistinct advantages overrabbit, pumping

unit, swab, and open flowwells
&ACS are appropriate for new wells



Automatic Casing Swabs

HOpen flow and swab wells should be considered
for ACS conversion

MBoth open flow and swab well can lose significant
volumes of gas to the atmosphere when they are
serviced

@Open flow wells seldom remove most of the fluids
from the wellbore and thus rarely produce to full
potential

@Since swab wells are normally only serviced in
good weather, they may be unable to reach
maximum production during winter months

Automatic Casing Swabs

HCandidate selection
d A well's gas to liquid ratio should be determined

^ Although sufficient lifting pressure maybe present, a
well with a low gas-liquid ratio may operate so slowly
as not to be practical or economic to operate.

^ A general rule ofthumb is that3 to 5 MCF/BBL total
fluid is required for an ACS to operate efficiently
when sales line pressure is less than 100 PSI

Automatic Casing Swabs

@Physical considerations
^Piroducdon casing should be in good condition

AAll casing should be ofuniform weight
ADetermine ifany internal casing attachments were ever

present in well
ACasing should be scraped to remove any buildup of

scale or paraffln
AKnowle^e ofall perforations iscritical
ADetermine and compare original casing TD, plug-back

TD, and current TD
^Conventional gate or **frac** valves are not compatible

with ACS ^stems

Automatic Casing Swabs

B Candidate Selection
^The mostimportant factortoconsiderwhenchoosing a

conversion candidate is the available lifting pressure
• Lifting pressure is equal to reservoir pressure minus

thesum ofsales line pressure and 6I^I (pressure
necessary to overcome ACS weight and friction created
by rubber sealing elements)

AIf reservoir pressure is not known, a 48 to 72 hour
pressure buildup is normally sufficient

Automatic Casing Swabs

^Candidate selection
d Production decline curves should be studied

AIfa well displays a typical declinefor an area, any
decisionto convert to ACSshouldbe based solely on
lowered operating costs.

AA well which displays a sudden or unexplained
decline curve may indicate producdon problems
which may be alleviated with an ACS system

Automatic Casing Swabs

ULet us assume that we are working with
4.5"-10.5#/FT casing. Wellbore fluids(oil and
water) weigh 8.5 PPG
^ i BBL of fluid will fill 61.7 feet of casing
^This fluid column will exert 28 PSI ofhydrostatic head

on the formation
@Knowing the available lifting pressure in a well,

it is a simple calculation to determine the
maximum amount of fluid that can be lifted by an
ACS



Automatic Casing Swabs

A complete ACS cycle consists of:
ACS is released from the surface lubricator

^ ACS free falls through the gas column and any accumulated
wellbore fluids

^ ACS encounters the bottom hole stop, the weight ofthe
plunger closed the traveling valve trapping the accumulated
weii^re fluids above the ACS

^ Reservoir pressure builds "lifting" the plunger and fluids to
the surface

9 ACS reaches die surface, enters and latches into the
lubricator simultaneously opening the traveling valve
allowing continuous flow ofgas

Automatic Casing Swabs

HThe ACS is a simple, economical production
system that allows the timely removal of wellbore
fluids

@The ACS does not require an external power
source

MThe ACS utilizes reservoir pressure to lift fluids
from the well

^Only 6 PSI of pressure is required to lift the ACS
tool

@Amount of fluid that can be lifted is dependent
upon the available lift pressure (Reservoir
pressure minus Sales line pressure)

Automatic Casing Swabs
ACS vs Rabbits

^Positive seal
^Lifted by pressure
@Uses only formation

pressure to operate
ACS

MRepaired in fleld
^ Approx 28 PSI can

lift 1 BBL fluid
SWill maintain fluid

above ACS If sales
cease or sales line
pressure increases

@No seal present
@Lifted by velocity
@Relies on gas stored in

annulus to chase
rabbit

liNot repairable
@Approx 111 PSI to lift

1 BBL of fluid
@lfsales cease or

pressure increases,
rabbit and fluid may
stop and fall to bottom

Automatic Casing Swabs

iaOperating principles of the ACS:
^Rubber sealing elements are always in intimate contact

with the ID of the casing
« Combination of die rubber sealing elements and the

closed traveling valveeffectively isolatesany accumulated
wellbore fluids from gas being produced from the
formation

OApproximately 6 PSI of pressure is required to overcome
the weight of tiie ACS plunger and the friction created
betweenthe rubber sealingelementsand the casing

Automatic Casing Swabs

@ACS cycle times may vary from 4 hours to 1 week
depending upon gas and fluid production, and the
amount of available lifting pressure

S Normally an ACS cycle Is designed to recover 1 to
3 BBL of total fluid

HSomeACS cycleshave recovered up to 27 BBL of
total fluid on a single cycle

E2ACScycletimescan be adjusted to considergas
and fluid production, as well as well tender
schedules.

Automatic Casing Swabs

ACS vs Pumping Units

M Positive seal
@Lifted by pressure
SUses onfy formation

pressure to operate
ACS

S Easily repairable in
fleld

m casing
@Approx 28 PSI can

liftl BBL fluid

@Sealed by pump
@Lifted by rods
SPump powered by

gas or electric
motors

^Repairs are seldom
simple or easy

S Requires tubing
P Power to lift fluid

will vary



SPE 30981

Automatic Casing Swabs:
A Production System That

Can Add Years of
Productive Life to Wells

John W. Cramer, P.E., SPE,
Taiiget Oilfield Pipe and Supply,

and

Daniel D. Wood, SPE.
Belden & Blake Corporation

Automatic Casing Swabs

@History ofAutomatic Casing Swabs (ACS)
ilDescription of the ACS system
@Operating principles ofACS
@Advantages of ACS production
@Comparison ofACS with:

dlUbing plungers or **rabbits*'
^ Pumping unit wells
^Swab and open flow wells

@Candidate selection
@Examples of ACS conversions

Automatic Casing Swabs

@Concept of the ACS has been around since about 19f
@Numerous patents have been granted documenting

hardware and technological advances
@The harsh environment has proven too severe for

some novel methods ofoperation
HMost present day systems utilize an external rod

attached to a traveling valve that relies on a surface
and bottom hole stop to actuate a simple valve
assembly

AUTOMATIC CASING
SWABS

A PRODUCTION SYSTEM THAT CAN
ADD YEARS OF LIFE TO WELLS

JOHN W. CRAMER, P.E.
TARGET OILFIELD PIPE & SUPPLY

PRESENTED AT THE 55TH APPALACHIAN
GAS MEASUREMENT SHORT COURSE

AUGUST 16,1995

Automatic Casing Swabs

OAn ACS is generally characterized by:
^ A hollow steel mandrel
^Externally actuated traveling valve

• Valve may be internal or external
^2 external rubber sealing elements

S Bottom hole stop which is installed above
the perforations

OBottom hole stop may be either:
^ bistalled in a casing collar
^ Installed on free standing tubing

Automatic Casing Swabs

^ An ACS system consists of:
«>TheAutomatic Casing Swab

AProvides the barrier that separates the wellbore
fluids abovetheswabfromthe gaspressuretrapped
below the swab

^ A surface lubricator
• Serves as a flow manifold at the surface
AOpensthe ACSwhen it surfaces allowing

continuous uninterrupted gas flow
• Houses the ACS between ACS cycles
ik Abottom hole stop» which limits ^e downward

travel of the ACS



CASING PLUNGERS:
SOLVING OLD PROBLEMS WITH NEW TECHNOLOGY

Steve Belden
JetStar Casing Plungers

INTRODUCTION
Marginal oil and gas prices, dwindling reserves and increas
ing costs suggests that today'sprudent producer must look
for new ways to cut costs and improve production. Casing
plungers are one example of ways to use a relatively new
production method to prolong well life and operate wells
more efficiently and economically.

WHAT IS A CASING PLUNGER?
Casing plungers are a spinoff of the tubing plunger or "rab
bit" production method. Unlike rabbits, however, they are
operated directly in 4 1/2 inch diameter casing. A casing
plunger is a mandrel type tool, 3 to 4 feet long, that gener
allyweighs 60 to 80 pounds. A pair of inverted rubber swab
cups are attached around the plunger and are designed
to remain in constant contact with the casing walls. An in
ternal valve/rod assembly, portions of which protrude from
both ends of the plunger, allows gas and fluid to flow
through the tool during its descent. When closed, the valve
helps to isolate the formation pressure needed for opera
tion. Adjustable orifices at the top of the plunger throttle the
flow of gas and control the plunger's free-fall.

Components of a casing plunger "system" Include a down-
hole stop set just above the uppermost perforations. These
"stops" can either lock in to the gap created between the
casing joints, or are attached to a premeasured length of
tubing and set directly at the bottom of the well. The stop
keeps the plunger from entering the perforations, and doses
the plunger's internal valve. A wellhead assembly or "catch
er" is used In conjunction with a full opening ball valve to
catch and release the plunger between cycles and also as
sists in its removal for routine sendee and maintenance. The
"catcher" has a built-in 3/8 inch orifice in the flow outlet that
restricts the flowof gas so the plunger can fall while the well
Is in production. This orifice also helps to control the speed
of the plunger's upward travel. Another component of the
catcher is a latching mechanism, similar to a door latch, that
catches the tool for removal, and holds it In place between
cycles. Other available equipment include various con
trollers for automatic operation.

HOW DOES IT OPERATE?

A typical cycle begins when the plunger is released from
the catcher either manually or automatically. As it free-falls
down the well, the opened Internal valve allows gas and
eventually accumulated fluid to pass through and out the
orifices at the top. When the plunger reaches the down-hole
stop, the intemal valves' connecting rod, or the protruding
valve itself. Is forced upward and the valve closes. This in
itiates the seal between the plunger, cups and the casing

walls which creates a complete interface between the ac
cumulated fluids above the plunger and the formation pres
sures below. Pressure begins to build until it Is sufficient to
lift the plunger and fluids to the surface. When the fluid
column reaches the surface, it is unloaded through the
catcher, separator and into thestoragelank. Asthe plunger
hitsthe top ofthe catcher, the upper portion of the valve/rod
is shifted down which opens the internal valve, releasing
the trapped gas beneath the plungerinto the separatorand
into the sales line. This completes the operating cycle;
however, the latching mechanism can be disengaged to
allow thetool to repeat this processimmediately if fluid pro
duction necessitates. Otherwise, thewell is allowed topro
duce until theaccumulation offluid requires another cycle.

WHY DO CASING PLUNGERS WORK?
Hydraulics is one of the keys to casing plunger operation.
The inner diameter of 4 1/2 inch casing is 4 inches, with a
cross sectionofabout 12.5 square inches (4inches x3.14).
During operation, every pound of pressure beneath the
plunger generates 12.5 pounds of lifting force. A barrel of
oil, with a minimum brinecontent, weighs alx)ut300 pounds
(figure oil at 7.5pounds per gallon). Therefore, approximate
ly25 pounds of formation pressure is adequate to lift each
barrel to the surface (300 divided by 12.5 = 25.20).

Another key to operation is the sealing effect created by
the plunger and cups against the casing walls. The cups
are normally run in pairs and spaced apart by at least 6
inches. Minimal gas and fluid are lost as the plungermoves
up the well. As it passes through casing imperfectionsand
gaps created by the casing collars, the seal is always held
by at least one of the cups.

WHY ARE CASING PLUNGERS SUCH A GOOD
PRODUCTION METHOD?
A key to producing most wells is to keep the wellbore as
dry as possible, which, in turn, minimizes the hydrostatic
pressure on the formation. This reduction in back pressure
allows gas to flow more freely which helps to drive addi
tional fluid to the wellbore. The well's operating pressure
also plays a factor in reducing the formation's ability toflow
into the wellbore and to the surface.Operatingpressurecan
be artificially controlled to necessitate rabbitwell operation
or is simply dictated by line pressure. Typically, the lower
the operating pressure, the better the production.

Casing plungers are generally operated at line pressure.
If operated properly, fluid removal Isvirtually complete, with
only smallamounts of fluid leftabove the perforations after
each cycle. Ideally, each cycle should lift between 1 and
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3 barrels. This is sometimes not possible with high fluid, low
gas volumewells. Other wells, however, may show signifi
cant gas sales increases with the removal of half or even
a quarter barrel of fluid per cycle.

CASING PLUNGERS VERSUS RABBIT WELLS
Some of the best conversion candidates are older rabbit
wells. Although the rabbit is a good production method,
operational and production problems begin to occur as the
well depletes. Cycle timesare eventually limited to once or
twice a day to build additional operating pressure which ul
timately affects production.

The operating procedure for a typical rabbit well consists
of cycling the well on and off vwth a controller and motor
valve. Gas pressure and volume are built and stored in the
annulus (the space between the tubing and the casing) be
tween cycles. When the well begins its cycle, the stored
annular pressure helps to overcome line pressure and
forces the column of gas. fluid and rabbit to the surface.
The pressure build-up between cycles also controls fluid
accumulation in the wellbore.

Production and cycle times are dictated by the pressure
recovery rate^ line pressure and gas and fluid volumes. The
rabbit does not form a complete interface between the gas
and fluid unless it travels at an optimum speed of about 800
to-1,000 feet per minute. Worn, undersized rabbits affect
performance and production due to the additional "blow-
by" they allow. And as formation pressures begin to deplete,
rabbit wells become increasingly pressure sensitive, and line
pressure increases can play havoc with their operation.

Weils operated withcasing plungers are normally produced
continuously and operated at line pressure. Typically, it is
not necessary to build additional operating pressure
because the plunger forms a complete seal. The plunger's
cycle time is directly related to the well's gas volume, pres
sure recovery rate, and fluid quantity above the plunger.

Line pressure fluctuations will affect gas sales and travel
time, but will not affectthe casing plunger's overall perform
ance. For example, if the line pressure increases while the
plunger is travelling to the surface, it will simply slow down
or stop. In fact, the wellcan be "shut in" indefinitely while
the plunger is travelling to the surface. As pressure con
tinues to build, the gas column above the plunger and fluid
will become compressed until it equals the formation pres
sure minus the fluid weight.

The following principle helps to exemplify why virtuallyany
rabbit well will also operate as a casing plunger. The column
of liquid suspended in the tubing or casing creates the same
amount of hydrostatic pressure at its base regardless of the
inner diameter of the pipe. This means that the pressure
reading at the bottom of a column of fluid is the same as
suming the height of the column is the same, regardless
of its volume.

The 2-3/8" tubing needs 258 feet to hold one barrel of fluid.
This creates about 111 psi of hydrostatic pressure. The
4-1/2" casing needs only 61.7 feet to hold the same 1 bar
rel which creates about 28 psi of hydrostatic pressure.

2-3/8" tubing

2SB*

111 psi

4-1/2" easing

n
«1.7*

J

2S psi

FIGURE A

Ifthe well's pressure and volume are sufficient to lift the 258
foot column in a 2-3/8 tubing string, it is also sufficient to
lift the same 258 foot column in the 4-1/2' casing, which
would be almost 4 barrels.

CASING PLUNGERS VERSUS PUMPING UNITS
In general, pumping units are an efficient production
method. However, pumping unit operation is expensive.
Electrical costs, repair and maintenance to the unit, pump
replacements and stripping jobs often consume profits. Due
to fluid depletion, many pumping units operate only sever
al hours a week.

Production increases are not as dramatic, and sometimes
nonexistent, when these wellsare converted to casing plun
gers when compared with rabbit or swab conversions.
There are. however, other benefits. Converting pumping
units to casing plungers can reduce high operating costs,
while the salvaged tubing and equipment can be sold or
installed on more productive wells.

CASING PLUNGERS VERSUS SWAB OR OPEN-FLOW
WELLS
Open-flow and swab wells are often ideal conversion can
didates. Open-flow wells are produced by venting gas and
fluid directly to the storage tank to remove or "unload" ac
cumulated fluids. Swab wells, due to lack of volume and
pressure, must be swabbed with a wire-line unit. Unfor
tunately, both techniques release large amounts of gas to
the atmosphere. Open-flow wells rarely produce to their full
potential because it is virtually impossible to remove all of
the fluids. Cost and locationconditions generally keep swab
wells from being sen/iced more than a couple of times per
year. Consequently, these wells quickly load v '̂th fluid be
fore the next scheduled swabbing. The casing plunger's
ability to remove fluid on a daily basis can create signifi
cant production increases.
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CASING PLUNGERS FOR NEW WELLS
Casing plungers can be a good choice as the initial produc
tion method for new wells. The cost ofa casing plunger and
associated equipment is about the same as a ralsbit instal
lationand far less than a pumping unit.Operating pressures
of new wells normally need to be lowered slowlyover a peri
od of time to control fluid accumulation and premature
depletion of the formation's gas drive. The operating pres
sure can be controlled with a controller, motor valve and
a pressure switch gauge better known as a "murphy
switch". Some motor valve controllers also have this fea
ture. known as a "high/low" option, built in. When the oper
ating pressure of the well reaches a minimum pressure, the
murphy switch signals the controller to shut the motor valve,
which shuts the well in. When the well regains sufficientpres
sure to trigger the switch gauges' preset high limit, the mo
tor valve opens. In this manner, the well can be "cycled"
on and off, effectively holding operating pressures within
the desired parameters. The plunger, due to its ability to
remain in place when the well is shut in, simply moves and
stops as the well is opened and closed. A Pressure Differen
tial Controller (PDC), which will be discussed further, will
help provide a steady flow of gas during the well's "on"
cycles.

CHOOSING CANDIDATES FOR CONVERSION
There are two rules of thumb that must be kept in mind when
choosing candidates for conversion. First, the well must
have enough bottom-hole pressure to lift the accumulated
fluids at line pressure.

For example: If a well has the ability to "pressure up" to
500 pounds after a 48 to 72 hour shut in. makes mostly oil
and the line pressure averages 100 pounds, the following
can be determined:

500 lbs. = maximum shut-in pressure
-100 lbs. = average line pressure

400 lbs. = maximum operating pressure

400 divided by 25 (pressure needed to lift one barrel) equals
16. This wellhas the capability to lift a maximum of 16 bar
rels maximum per cycle while in line.

The second rule of thumb is that a good candidate should
have a gas/oil ratio of at least 3 mcfd per barrel. Although
a well can lift the casing plunger to the surface with pres
sure alone, sufficient gas volume is necessary to lift it in a
reasonable time period to be economical.

Many wells do not exhibit these characteristics but are still
good candidates for casing plunger conversion. They are
often loaded, have leaks in the tubing, salt accumulation
and sand fill up in and around the perforations. A swab,
shut-in test can be a good way to detemriine their viability.

A question that is commonly asked is, once a well has been
determined to be a good candidate, what kind of produc
tion increases can be expected? It is generally difficult to
determine exactly what production increases will be on a
given well. But, comparing the well's decline curve against
actual production can be a key to determining a well's

potential profitability after conversion. Wells thatshowa fairly
dramatic production decline compared to their projected
decline curve usually have better production increases.
Quite often, the difference between actual and projected
declines is initially made up as "flush" production. After
several years, it is believed, production rates will fall back
to originally forecasted levels. Belden and Blakes' C. & H.
Kline #1 well is a good example.

Mmcl Por Year

Years

- Proiecled Oectino —Actual Production

FIGURE B

Drilled in 1984, and originally produced as a rabbit well,
gas produclion soon began to fall below original projections.
In 1990. a casing plunger was installed, which brought gas
produclion above the original decline curve. According to
John Corp. Manager Production Engineer. Belden & Blake
Corporation, "Sales should eventually level off to the origi
nal projections, and current produclion increases will off
set 'lost' production. If this well was not converted, it may
have been prematurely plugged."

WELL PREPARATION-PROPER INSTALLATION
Before well conversion can begin, some key information
must be obtained. Top and bottom perforation location, to
tal depth, and size of casing are key to successful installa
tion. If setting a collar stop, location of the casing collars
will also be necessary. Wells that have a history of heavy
salt or paraffin accumulation may be shut in and treated ac
cordingly several days prior to conversion. NOTE: If treat
ing for paraffin,it is important to use only diesel or kerosene.
Chemical based treats can react adversely with the cup
material. Once pertinent data has been collected, conver
sion can begin.

The first step Is to determine current total depth of the well
in case of sand fill up. If the production string is still in the
well, several extra joints may be attached and the entire
string run to bottom. When the tubing is removed and tal
lied, this will give an accurate totaldepth whichmay be com
pared to the original records. A depthometer should be
used to check its accuracy against original records and the
tubing tally. Depthometers can be inaccurate and this will
give the rig crew the opportunity to recalibrate it. Also dur
ing this procedure, a marker should be attached to the wire
lineof the rig that will indicate the locationof the top perfo
ration. This will later aid in identifying that the down-hole
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stop is set accurately. If the well has already had its produc
tionstring removed, the depthometer will be the onlyverifi
cation of total depth. If it is evident that sand fill up has
occurred, the sand should be removed accordirfgly.

The next step is to broach the casing with a casing scraper
to remove deposits including salt, scale and paraffine. Par
ticular attention should be paid to the last 500 to 1,000 feet
above the perforations, because this is typically where salt
deposits form. A minimum of three round trips is recom
mended. This procedure is critical to the performance of
the casing plunger. Poor casing preparation and condition
Isone of the biggest problems associated with casing plung
er operation. Failure to properly follow this procedure will
result in the plunger's failure to reach the down-hole stop
and trigger its internal valve. It is also important to run the
casing scraper below the eventual position of the down-hole
stop. Failure to do this may result in an accumulation of "well
trash" above the stop. The wire line indicator should help
in this procedure as well.

The next step is to set the down-hole stop. When setting
a tubing stop, the distance between the well's total depth
and the top perforation should be calculated and an addi
tional twentyfeet added to positionit above the perforations.
The appropriate quantity of tubing, with the tubing stand
attached, is then lowered into the well with a setting hook

•attached to the rig's wire-line. The hook automatically
releases when the assembly reaches bottom.

The collar stop should be considered ifcontinued sand ac
cumulation is a concern, sand removal is impractical, or the
distance between total depth and the top perforation is more
than several hundred feet. The collar stop is a device with
feet that lock into the gap left between the joints of casing.
The stop is set with a special setting device that locks onto
a "fishing head" located at the top of the stop. It is neces
sary to knowthe approximate position of the collar directly
above the top perforation. The assembly is lowered into the
well past the collarand then pulled back through.Wireclips
catch in the collar and release the stops' feet, which spring
outward against the casing walls. The assembly is then
lowered into the collar where, simultaneously, the feet catch,
and the stop locks in place. A brass pin is sheared in the
setting tool, which disengages it from the stop.

The final procedure is to swab the well as thoroughly as
possible. Typically, the well will make a large amount of
"flush" production during its first month or so of operation.
A thorough swabbing will ensure that "well trash" from the
broaching procedure is removed, and that the plunger will
not struggle to remove too much fluid.

IMPROVED INTEGRATION—AN ADDED BENEFIT
Casing plungers can solve Integration problems. One com
mon difficulty ischoosing an appropriately si^ed orifice plate
for the master meter when several different production
methods are used in one gathering system. For example,
to operate and record gas sales from rabbit wells properly,
a 1 inch or 1.25 Inch orifice plate is necessary. Pumping
unit, open-flow and swab wells generally require a smaller
plate size due to the constant gas flowassociated with their

operation. Ifa large orifice plate is used at the master meter
to record the sales from the rabbit wells, the sales from the
remainingwells may not be accurately recorded. Converse
ly. a smaller plate size can cause production problems for
the rabbit wells by periodically increasing the system's line
pressure as they cycle on and off.

There are two possible solutions to this problem. Ideally,
all rabbit wells can be converted to casing plungers. If all
of the wells inthe system are producing ina similar fashion,
a smaller plate size can be installed and gas sales record
ed properly. If the quantity of rabbit wells far outweighs the
other production methods, the other alternative is to con
vertthe pumping units and/or swab wells to casing plung
ers. Since the casing plunger has the capability to slow
down or slop, without affecting its operation, the well can
be cycled on and off with a controller/motor valve similar
to a rabbit well. The master meter can be fitted with a large
orifice plate, and the casing plunger wells will register their
gas sales just like the rabbit wells.

The use of a Pressure Differential Controller (PDC) in con
junction with a casing plunger is one of the best ways to
improve integration. After the plunger cycles and unloads
its fluid, gas sales generally Increase substantially as the
pressure is released from beneath the plunger. A mechan
ical choke can be used to control this "spike", but the PDC
provides a constant gas flow and a "clean" chart much
more effectively. Ideally, thePDC should be installed directly
ahead of the master meter and the individual wells con
trolled with mechanical chokes.

Even when PDC'sare not used, chart interpretation can be
easier for the person reading the chart. According to Jim
Dickof East Ohio Gas. "The average flow rate from the time
the tool is released until the end of the 'flush delivery' fol
lowing the return, is exactly the same as the rate between

FIGURE C
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the fluid removal cycles." He went on to say, "Since the
rate is consistent, an integrator operator can integrate the
easy part, and pro-rate that result over the entire chart."
The following are several examples of orifice chafrts from
wells that have been converted to casing plungers.

FIGURE D

FIGURE E

RESTRICTED OR REGULATED SYSTEMS
One problem associated with rabbitwell operation is their
use in regulatedgatheringsystems. Inmanycases, proper
rabbit operation is virtually impossible where sales linesare
regulated or restricted. Rabbits rely on velocityto reach the
surface. When the rabbit begins itscycle, the sales linecan
become "packed", causing the rabbit to stall before reach
ing the surface. A casing plunger will stow down and sus
pend until there is adequate room in the sales line.

CASE HISTORIES
The first graph shows the gas production improvements
from a 42 well conversion program done by Belden and
Blake, f^ost were older rabbit and swab wells that were be
coming increasingly difficult and expensive to operate. It
is reported that this group of wells is still averaging a 10
mcf per day, per wellIncrease, compared to pre-conversion
production rates.
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FIGURE F

Kingston Oil Corporation converted these rabbit wells to cas
ing plungers. The missing months of production were a
result of a temporary shut-in for flow line and sales line
repair, respectively.
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FIGURE H
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M & B Operating provided the following results from two
swab well conversions.
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FIGURE I
M.W.C.D. #8

FIGURE J
STAINER #1

Ohio L&M converted this temperamental rabbit well to a cas
ing plunger with the following results.
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FIGURE K
J. BAUERBACH #4

Weinsz Oil &Gas chose to use a casing plungeras the ini
tial production method for this new well. The well was drilled
in an affluent suburb. The use of a pumping unit was out
of the question, due to land owner concerns. To make mat
ters worse, the sales line was regulated, which made rab
bit well operation impossible.
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FIGURE L
ARBUCKLE #1

CONCLUSION
It should be evident that casing plungers have the ability
to solve a wide variety of problems. More and more
producers are finding significant valueinthe casing plunger
as an initial production method, or as a way of adding new
life to older less productivewells. Casing plungers have the
ability to be used as a primary production method, solve
a wide variety ofoperational problems, alleviate high oper
ating costs, and prolong the production life of depleted
wells. Casing plungers are one way to solve old problems
with new technology.
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Abstract

This paper will describe the operating theory, hardware, safe
operating principles, andtroubleshooting of Automatic Casing
Swab(ACS) tools. An analysis of conversions will show that
ACS area viable production tool thatcanbeused asan initial
production method or be used to add years of productive life
to wells.

A briefhistory andthe operating principles of the ACSwill
familiarize the reader with the complex interactions of the
various well components that can affect the successful
operation of ACS tools. Examples of pressure transducers
mounted in an operating ACS will offer some insight intothe
very dynamic nature ofhow an ACS tool operates.

The paper will share the knowledge and experience gained
through 5 years of choosing wells to be converted to ACS.
The paper will draw on one company's experience of
installing and operating over 100 ACS in Ohio, New York,
West Virginia, and Pennsylvania.

A criterion willbe developedthat assists the operatorchoose
the wells that have the highest potential of benefiting from
ACS technology. Some of the factors considered in
developing this criterion are well history, decline curve
analysis, gas to fluid ratios, and pressure analysis.
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A discussion of die relative strengths and weakness' of the
various components of the ACS will be offered. This will
allow the operator to recognize some of the critical factors,
such as pipe roughness, that cannot be practically measured
but must be considered when selecting potential conversion
candidates.

The paper will review the economic impact ofthe 100+ACS
well conversions. The costs associated with installation and

conversion, changes in operating expenses, and differing
production rates are considered in the overall economic
analysis of the converted wells. The analysis will show that
the ACS offers an alternative method of production that can
be appropriate as an initial production method as well as a tool
that can potentially add years of productive life to a well.

introduction

This paper will describe the experience gained in the S years
of operation of over 100 ACS wells. Infonnation will be
offered diat will allow an operator to determine if a well could
benefit by using ACS technology.

This paper will offer a brief history of ACS hardware. A
discussion of the operating principles of the ACS will
illustrate the flexibility and wide ranging applications for the
ACS system.

Since well candidate selection is critical to the economic

success of an ACS conversion, this paper will develop a
criterion to assist operators choose wells with the highest
potential of benefiting from ACS technology. Similarly, well
characteristics that hinder the successful operation of the ACS
will be noted.

This paper will compare and contrast the operating
principles of the ACS as compared to tubing plunger, pump
jack, swab, and open flow wells. A discussion of the
application of ACS technology to new wells as an initial
production method will be offered.

The paper will describe the steps necessary to properly
prepare a well for ACS hardware. It will detail a step by step
procedure for the installation of hardware. Start-up and
production operations will be covered.

Routine maintenance and trouble shooting suggestions will
be offered to help an operator minimize remedial servicesthat
might be incurred should the tools cease operation. The paper
will offer simple preventative maintenance procedures Aat
can keep the ACS running at peak performance which will
maximize production and keep service rig time and operating
expenses to a minimum.
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Producing High GLR Stripper Wells
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Abstract

An automatic casing swab system has f^n developed and
tested over a two-year period in high gas/Kquid ratio (GLR)
stripper wells in the Apf^lachian Basin. Wells in the Badn iypi-
cally producelesseramounts of liquids in their later productive
lives.Theseamounts areusually toosmsOl for efficientoperation
of tiie rod piicaps or tubing plunger ^-sterns that w^ origihally
installecL Ncmnal practice has been to periodically remove ^e
liquid mth a wireline casing swab or to ptug and jd)wdon the
well The systemdescribed herein is ca|>able of prolongingthe
ec(Hi6mic{»odncinglives ofdiese wells.

This systemconsistsof a cylindric^ swab tool configuredto
seal against die casing wall when moving upward, but capable
of falling through wellb(Mre fluids when lele^ed from a special-
ly-designed wellhead. A "stop" in thecasingpr^ents the swab
tom falling into the perforations and clos^ tibe liquid byp^
valve, the cycling fr^uency ofthe swab is dependent on the
strength of the individud well

The ^csn^c swab ^stem is usu^y less expensive to pur
chase, insQLl!, i^d operate than s^er zod pumps or tubing
plungers. It can operate unattended for extended periods, pan
frequently inde^ gas puq>at. and provide a smootiier c^ce
meter diait f(H- ea^er integraticm. In adcfition^ the^tem is suit
ablefor operations in remotelocations.

Field e^qperimentatioh ha^ sbo\^ die ided candidate wdl for
this system to h&ve a GLR Over 900^ m^/st a botran^ole
pressure between 1.4 wd 6.9 MPa, low fines production, and
modest paiiafSnouiput

Introduction

The typical stripper oil and gas well is characterized by low
total liquid output, low reservoir pressure, and a relatively high
gas-liquid ratio (GLR). Wells of this type are plentiful tiiroughout
the world, but are predominandy located in die United States and
Canada. Because of die relatively poor output finsm these wells,
they are first to face abandonment at times of low productprices.

Beam punq)-suckerrod (pumpjack) and mbing plunger (rabbit)
systems are ordinarilyfound in use on these stripper wells. They
were typically installed whenthe well had greater reservoir pres
sure and liquid output Once the well declines in pressure and out
put, each of these systems becomes inefficient. The pumpjack
may tend to pump-off the well even though it may operate only a
few hours each month, or gas lock and fluid-pound from the
scarcity of liquid entering the wellbore. The tubing plunger will
become less efticient becauseof slow plunger movement to the
surface, liquid fallback, and the necessity of "blowing-down" die

well to atmospheric pressure periodically in order to bring the
plunger to the surface.

A common practice is to convert these wells to "swab wells,"
where all downhole equipment is removed and the wells are pro
ducedby periodically removing accumulated liquidsby a wireline
swabbing unit. Gas production continues for a certain period of
time before thewell "loads-up" andrequires swabbing onceagain.
Even though it may appear simple and inexpensive, this practice
can be even more expensive than before when factoring in die
cost of the swabbing unit and the frequent need for it. Also, die
mobile equipment sometimes cannot service wells located in
remote or relatively inaccessibleareas because of seasonal weath
er and road conditions.

The foregoing problems indicate the need for an artificial lift
system to bridge the gap between the pumpjack/plunger systems
and ultimate wireline swabbing of marginal wells. Ideally, diis
system would remove fluids from die wellbore automatically as
the reservoir pressure permitted, be inexpensive to purchase and
operate, and couldbe operated andservicedby the lease operator
widia minimumof outsidesupport.

The Automatic Casing Swab
Automatic devices for lifting wellbore fluids using reservoir

pressure alone are plentiful in the literature"). Numerous patents
have been filed on mechanical and hydraulic mechanisms topro
vide an interface between wellbore liquids and the energy in the
reservoir<2). Many of these devices, most of which were never
used commercially, were smdied in an attempt to find examples
widi simplistic designs suitable for the demands of oilfield ser
vice. The system evenmally selected is shown in Figure 1, and
consistsof the following components:

• a swab configured to seal against the wall of the casing
when moving upward, but capable of falling against the
upward fiow of produced fluids in the hole;

• a "stop" located slightiy above the topmost casing perfora
tion to halt the downward movement of the swab; and

• wellhead fittings to catch and retain the swab when it
arrives at the surface.

The swab (Hgure 2) is a steel cylinder about 10.8 cm in diame
ter and about 91.4 cm in length.It contains an internal valve oper
ated by a sliding axially-oriented rod designed to protrude on
either end of the swab. This valve controls the fiow of wellbore
fluids through the swab. An elastomer seal similar in design to a
swab cup seals the area between the swab and casing wall.

There are two types of "stop" employed widi this systein. The
first type isattached to ameasured leng^ pftubing and islowered
into the well by wireline. The second type, also installed by wire
line, expands to anchor itself in the recess adjacent to the casing
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the development
and field testing of an automatic casing
swab in northeast Ohio. This swab,
operating in Clinton sandstone wells to
depths of 5000 feet 0523 m),
demonstrated an ability to increase gas
production, improve orifice meter chart
configurations and reduce operating
costs on existing wells. On new wells, its
use in lieu of tubing plunger and beam
pump-sucker rod pumping systems has
resulted In lower capital cost and
enhanced profitability.

Development of the swab tool is
continuing, and results to date indicate
this system ultimately will be used in
many of the 2500 Belden & Blake wells in
the Appalachian Basin.

INTRODUCTION

The typical Appalachian Basin oil and
gas well is characterized by low total fluid
output, low reservoir pressure, and a

References and illustrations at end of
paper.

relatively high gas/oil ratio. Beam pump-
sucker rod pumps (pump jacks) and
tubing plungers (rabbits) are considered
"standard" artificial lift systems for these
wells. They are best used in the early
stages of a well's operating life when
reservoir pressures are highest and fluid
production is greatest. The typical
Clinton sandstone well, however, can
produce for as long as 50 years, albeit at
a very low production rate.

The operating strategy for these wells is
to greatly reduce operating costs as the
welt ages. It is not unusual to have one
lease operator responsible for as many
as 75 wells. A pump jack installation
designed for a 5000-foot (1523 m)
effective lift and approximately 30 barrels
(4.77 m®) per day will become oversized
as production declines and will be
operated only a few hours each month to
remove all available reservoir fluids.

The tubing plunger installation is less
expehsive than the pump jack, but is very
sensitive to reservoir pressure. As the
well declines, it soon cannot lift wellbore
fluids unless the well is flowed directly to
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rechime . Performance tables &

casing plunger operation

ByRon Gibson—Casing plunger
performance tables have been de
veloped to screen candidate wells
for casing plunger use. These
tables permit the estimation of 1)

bottomhole flov/ing pressures tmder casing plunger
operations, 2) probable increases in stabilized pro
duction rate, and 3) incremental reserves resulting
rom casing plunger use.

Proper screening of candidate wells, and the use
of designed plunger cycling, should nearly elimi
nate the time consimrung trial and error approach
currently used to evaluate casing plungers in spe
cificwells. Estimating flow rate improvements and
additional reserves will result in higher casing
plunger success ratios.

Casing plungers are becoming more popular in

Ron Gibson is a registofed petroleum engineer withthe consuRIng firm of R.A. Qlbson&As
sociates. Inc.Priorto establishing his consultingfirmIn 19B8. Mr.Gibsonwas employedby
Ameritrust Bank InCleveland, Ohio and Philips Petroleum In Okiahoma C>fy.
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DAN MEEHAN Millersburg (216) 674-0255 • Dorset (216) 858-2117

the Appalachian Basinas producers work to im
prove reserve recovery under limited budgets. This
production method uses reservoir energy from the
producing formation to lift and drive the casing
plunger and produced fluid from the wellbore.

Casing plungers generally compete with sucker
rod pumps and tubing plunger ("rabbit") systems as
methods of removing oil and water from gas wells.
Irutialinstallation costs for casingplungers are com
parable to tubingplunger systems and considerably
lower than sucker rod pump systems.

Casing Plunger operations
The casing plunger system consists of a large,

heavymandrel equipped with rubbersealing cups
and an internal valve. Theplunger travels up and
down the production casing (usually 4.5" OD) be
tween the producing formation and the wellhead. A
stopping device is installed just above the casing
perforations or open hole section. A lubricator or

Office: (216) 933-2099
Fax: (216) 933-2705

Mob.: (216) 440-0447
Res.: (216) 933-9527

Ronald A. Gibson & Associates, Inc.
flegisfered Petroleum Engineer

Oil and Gas Consultant

RONALD A. GIBSON, P.E.
President

32254 Country Club Dr.
Avon Lake, Ohio 44012
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"catcher" is installed at the surface, above a 4.5 inch,
fall port ball valve on the production casing.

Generally, two rubber sealingcups are mounted
on the plungerand createa nearly 100% sealagainst
the production casing wall The internal valve per
mits gasand liquid to flow through the plunger
upon arrival at thesurface and until it is retxamed to
the stoppingdevice on bottom. On bottom, the
valve shuts and the plunger and liquids above it are
pushed up the holeby formationgas.Thecasing
plungercanrun continuously, or it canberun inter
mittently. Intermittent operation canbe handled
manuallyor automatically with the use of a plunger
arrival sensor, an electronic controller, and a catcher
release device.

Advantages and Disadvantages
Casing plungers do offer the advantages over

rod pump systems through significantly lower in
stallation costs and increased safety (no external
moving parts). Casingplungers also offer the ad
vantages of constant feed production, which is de
sirable on pressure regulated gathering systems or
smaller compressed gathering systems.

However, due to the nature of their operation,
casing plungers do have some disadvantages in
comparison to rod pump systems and tubing
plunger systems. Casing plimgers systems have a
greater potential for mechanical problems, and their
use is limited by certain reservoir properties.

Mechanical problems are generally attributed to
p^or casing conditions. Sealing cups can be worn
excessivelyby rough surfaces or torn by burrs in the
pipe. Casing plunger manufacturers are continu
ously working to improve sealing cup materials and
design, and stress the importance of thorough cas
ing preparation (scraping).

Like tubing plungers, the casing plunger oper
ates on reservoir energy. As such, reservoir proper
ties and pipeline pressures dictate if, and how, the
plunger will p>erform in any given wellbore. It is
physically impossiblefor casing plungers to work in
some wells. Limiting factors are generally low reser
voirpressures, lowgas/liquid ratios, and highpipe
line pressures.

Forecasting Improvements
Reductions in average bottomholeflowing pres

suresdo result in increases in oiland gasproduction
rates and reserves. This canbeaccomplished by 1)
reducingpipeline pressures, 2) reducingwellhead
backpressure, or 3)reducingfluid loading on the
producing formation.

continued on next page
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Casing plungers, tubing plungers, and rod
pumps all work to remove produced fluids from the
wellbore, and therebyreduce fluid loading oti the
producing formation. Unlike rodpump or tubing
plunger systems, casing plungers offer nodirect
means to measure bottomhole pressures.There is no
tubing, hence no tubing/casing annulus topermit
reading pressureand con-
ducting fluid level sur
veys.

Bottomhole flowing
pressure mustbe calcu
lated using the available
surface pressure and pro
duction information. Since
the necessary calculations are complex and involve
many variables, casing plunger performance tables
were developed for nearly anypossible wellbore/
production scenario.

Thecasing plunger performance tablesprovide
bottomhole flowing pressures that are needed to
forecast improvements in production rate and re
serves. Use of the tables requires knowing current
gas, oil,and water production, pipeline pressure,
depth ofproducing formation, and thewell's
bottomhole shut in pressure (3 to 7 day shut in).
Once bottomhole flowing pressures are determined,
production rate improvements can beestimated us
ing a simple deliverability equation (see thefollow
ing example).

Engineers canuse the reduction in bottomhole
flowing pressure to estimate a newfield abandon
ment pressure. Amaterial balance can then beused
to estimate incremental reserve recovery, which de
termine the real economics of casing plunger instal
lation.

Optimizing Casing Plunger Operations
Optimizing casingplunger operationsrequires

consideration be given to 1)nninimizing bottomhole
flowing pressure, and 2)maximizing sealing cup
life. Bottomhole flowing pressures are minimiz^ by
reducing fluid loads percycle andincreasing cycle
frequency. However, sealing cups wear outwith use
and cup life ismaximized byreducing cydefre
quency. Most casing plunger manufacturers andop
erators have found that fluid loads of 1.0 to 2.5 bbls
per cycle usually provide for the best cup wear and
plunger efficiency.

In addition to providingbottomhole pressures,
the casing plunger performance tables provide an
estimate of1)the volume ofgasrequired to unload
the plunger, and 2) the afterflow volume required to
build the designed fluid load. These gas volume re

quirements dictate when the plunger must be re
leased firom the lubricator. Orifice meter chart inte
gration inthe field can easily determine the volume
ofgas produced during thecycle.

It iscritical in low gas/liquid ratio wells that
afterflow gas is managed wisely. Iftoo much gas is
produced after the plunger arrives at the surface, the

next fluid load may be
toolargeto unloadwith
out a separatorbypass or
swab rigservice call. In
extremely lowgas/liquid
ratio wells, the gas vol
ume requirements dictate
as to whether a casing

plunger will operate at alL Well #3 in thefollowing
examples shows thecritical nature oflow gas/liquid
ratio wells on afterflow volumes.

High gas/liquid ratio wells also benefit from
afterflow gasnuinagement. Releasing the plunger
after sufficient fluid has accimiulated above the bot
tomstopping device willassurea goodsealand
longer seal cup life.

Performance Table Examples
The following examplesare provided to show

the effect of gas/liquid ratios on casing plunger op
erations. The performance tables weregenerated as
suming smooth casingconditions withminimal
drag resistance and a 100% sealefficiency. There
fore, theperformance table values mayprovidere
sults that are optimistic, depending on actual casing
conditions and actual seal cup wear.

Wotl/Pipelln« Data;

Line Pressure ISOpsig
Fluid Load Volume 2 bbls
Fluid Oil/Water Ratio 0.67
FluidDensity 8.66 «/gal
Perforation Depth 4000 feet

Wetl«1 Wen«2 Wtttl«3
Gas/Liquid Ratio lOmcf/bbI Smcf/bbI 2.5mcf/bbl
Maximum BHFP (Pwf) 270 psia 28S psia 313 psia
Minimum BHFP(pwO 202 psia 217 psia 245 psia
Average BHFP (Pwf) 236 psia 251 psia 279 psia
Gas required to unload 5.1 mcfArp 5.1 mdArp 5.0mcf/trp
Gas required to buitd load 20.0mcf/trp lO.Omcf/trp S.Omcf/trp
Afterflow gas volume 14.9mcf^trp 4.9 mcfArp 0 mcf/trp

Comments Well #1: Tripplunger withevery 20 mcf produced
Well #2: Tripplunger witheveiy 10 mcf produced
Well #3;Trip plungercontinuously. Plungerwill not

run at higher line pressures or lower GLRs

CoitUnuing withWell «2 oxampla (GLR a mol/bbi)

Flow data under current operations:

Daily production
Avg. casing pressure
Shut in csg. prs.^day

7mefdand 1.5 bpd
350 pstg surface » 400 psia (bottomhole)
460 psig surface » 520 psia (bottomhole)

Appalachian Pipeline June 1994



Estimating production under casing plunger operations:

• P|K(P'-P?) " 7 mcfd'(520*-251*)/(520»-400«)
« 13.2 mcfd

Incremental stabllfzed (post flush) rate =6.2 mcfd>186 mcf/month

The example presented above as Well #2 gives
performance table results for a 4,000 foot gas well
producing 5mcf perbarrel of fluid against a 150
psig pipeline pressure. The produced fluid has an
oil to water ratio of0.67 (2bbl oil to 3 bbl brine). The
well has a shutin casing pressure of460 psig, which
equates toa bottomhole shutin pressure of520 psia.

The performance table indicates a maximum
bottomhole flowing pressure (BHFP) of285 psia, a
minimum BHFPof 217psia, and an arithmetic aver-
ageBHFP of251 psia. The casing plunger will re
quire 5.1 mcf to reach the surface. Ten (10) mcf are
required to build a 2bbl fluid load onthe casing
plunger. The afterflow gas volume is 4.9 mcf (10.0
total - 5.1 imload requirement).

Thepost-flush productionrate forWell #2,
based onproducingthe weU with a 2 bbl load,is
13.2mcf per day, an increase of 6.2 mcfd. This rate
was determined asa result ofreducing theflowing
bottomhole pressure from 400 psia to an average of
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251 psia. Incremental reserves werenot estimated
for this example weU due to the complexity of calcu
lation.

Itmust be noted that additional afterflow gas
would have resulted in larger fluid loads, greater
bottomhole flowing pressure, and reduced gas flow
rates. The 13.2 mcfd ratewould requirethat the well
is cycled morefrequently if a load volumeof 2bbl is
strictly followed. In reality, the well would be
tripped onceper day, the load would be somewhat
more than 2 bbl, and the stabilized rate would be
somewhatless than 13mcfper day.

Conclusions
Casing plungers are becoming acompetitive tool

in removing wellbore fluids and offer advantages
over rod pumps and tubing plungers. Causing
plunger performance tables permit operators to
screen candidate wells for the application of casing
plungers. The information in the tables canbe used
to1) evaluate potential increases in production rate
and reserves, and 2) optimize casing plunger opera
tions through casing plimger cycle scheduling. The
use ofthe performance tables should nearly elimi
nate the wasteful trial and error approach currently
takenby most operators.
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